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Dear Colleagues,
In recent years, digital radiology has provided a tremendous benefit to veterinary hospitals, with significant
improvements in the quality of radiographic studies and increased efficiency in radiograph production. The
technology also allows easy access to radiologists for case consultation and this access has allowed Veterinary
Medical Imaging (VMI) to become an important part of the medical team in the hospitals we service. To
become more integrated with patient care, VMI has strived to provide a rapid, comprehensive teleradiology
service (365 days a year) at reasonable fees ($40.00 per case). VMI radiologist input on a case has many
benefits which include enhanced diagnostic accuracy and continuing education benefits for the primary doctors.
Having a second opinion regarding additional medical and surgical procedures also increases client acceptance
of clinical recommendations. We often receive questions regarding how to reasonably incorporate VMI
consultation services into a hospital. This letter is intended to discuss strategies different hospitals have utilized
to pass our fees on to clients. Our client base uses various techniques to generate income to pay for the
radiographic interpretation. The general strategies are listed below:


Some of our hospitals have every study interpreted by a VMI radiologist and these hospitals have
increased their fees for radiology to pay for the interpretation. For instance, they have taken their
general fee from $160.00 to $200.00 to pay for the $40.00 interpretation.



Other hospitals do not have all of their studies read. These hospitals have anywhere from very few to
50% of their studies read per month. The options to generate client income to pay for the radiographic
interpretation are varied but we advocate a strategy that spreads the fees over all radiographic studies
acquired in the hospital. With this strategy, the hospital estimates the percentage of their caseload they
would send for consultation each month and increase the fees of all of their radiographs to cover the
digital radiology interpretation fee. For instance, if a hospital decides that roughly 25% of their cases
are read at $40.00 a case, they increase the fee by $10.00 for all radiographic studies. The benefit of this
system is the attending veterinarian does not have to spend the time discussing the extra fee and
necessity of a VMI radiologist consultation. The more complicated cases get the benefit of a second
opinion and the veterinarian gets the CE benefits, but no more time or effort was necessary to get
permission for the consultation.

We hope that you will consider using VMI for your digital radiology case consulting needs. If you have any
questions regarding your VMI radiology fees per month or over the year, our bookkeeper, Sue Goodkin (916652-9044), can give you the number of cases and the total fees you have paid. If you have any other questions
please feel free to discuss this with your VMI radiologist when we are in your practice performing other
diagnostic services, or just give us a call (916-933-5514). Again, we would all like to thank you for making us
a part of your veterinary practice team.

Sincerely,

Drs. Harnagel, Long, and Herrgesell

